Stratified extreme ranked set sample (SERSS) is introduced. The performance of the combined and separate ratio estimates using SERSS is investigated. Theoretical and simulation study are presented. Results indicate that using SERSS for estimating the ratios is more efficient than using stratified simple random sample (SSRS) and simple random sample (SRS). In some cases it is more efficient than ranked set sample (RSS) and stratified ranked set sample (SRSS), when the underlying distribution is symmetric. An application to real data on the bilirubin level in jaundice babies is introduced to illustrate the method.
Introduction
When sampling units in a study can be easily ranked compared to quantification. McIntyre (1952) proposed to use the mean of units based on a ranked set sample (RSS) to estimate the population mean. RSS is conducted by selecting random samples from the target population each of size r . Ranking each element within each set with respect to the random variable of interest. Then an actual measurement is taken of the element with the smallest rank from the first sample.
From the second sample an actual measurement is taken of the element with the second smallest rank, and the procedure is continued until the element with the largest rank is chosen for actual measurement from the r-th sample. Thus we obtain a total of r measured elements; one from each ordered sample of size r and this completed one cycle. The cycle may be repeated m times until n rm = elements have been measured. These n elements form the ranked set sample data.
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In many situations the quantity that is to be estimated from a random sample is the ratio of two variables both of which vary from unit to unit. For example, in a household survey, the average number of suits of clothes per adult male is the quantities of interest. Examples of this kind occur frequently when the sampling unit (the household) comprises a group or cluster of elements (adult males) and our interest is in the population mean per element.
Moreover, ratio appears in many other applications, for example, the ratio of loans for building purpose to total loans in a bank or the ratio of acres of wheat to total acres on a farm. Also, this method is to obtain increased precision of estimating the population mean or total by taking advantage of the correlation between an auxiliary variable X and the variable of interest Y.
In the literature, ratio estimators are used in case of SRS as well as in case of SSRS (for an example see Cochran, 1977) . Also, SSRS is used in certain types of surveys because it combines the conceptual simplicity of simple random sample with potentially, significant gains in efficiency. It is a convenient technique to use whenever, one wish to ensure that a sample is representative of the population and also to obtain separate estimates for parameters of each sub-domain of the population. There are two methods for estimating ratios that are generally used when the sampling design is stratified random sampling, namely the combined ratio estimate and the separate ratio estimate. Moreover, Samawi and Muttlak (1996) used RSS to estimate the population ratio, and showed that it provided a more efficient estimator compared with using SRS.
Introduce in this article is the idea of stratified extreme ranked set sample (SERSS). Also, the use of the idea of SERSS is proposed to improve the precision of the two methods for estimating the ratio namely the combined ratio estimate and separate ratio estimate. Moreover, studied are the properties of these estimators and comparing them in different situations. Later in the article the principle of SERSS and its properties are introduced. Combined and separate ratio estimators using SERSS are then discussed followed by a simulation study and the results of the simulation including an illustration of the methods using real data about the bilirubin level in jaundice babies.
Methodology
Ranked set sample for bivariate elements A modification of the above procedure used by Samawi and Muttlak (1996) for the estimation of the ratio. First choose r independent samples each of size r of independent bivariate elements from the target population. Rank each sample with respect to one of the variables Y or X. Suppose that the ranking is done on the variable Y. From the first sample an actual measurement is taken of the element with the smallest rank of Y, together with the value of the variable X associated with the smallest value of Y.
From the second sample an actual measurement is then taken of the element with the second smallest rank of Y, together with the value of the variable X associated with the second smallest value of Y. The procedure is continued until the element with the largest rank of Y is chosen for measurement from the r-th sample, together with the value of the variable X associated with the largest value of Y. The cycle may be repeated m times until n rm = bivariate elements have been measured. Note that we assume that the ranking of the variable Y will be perfect, while the ranking of the variable X will be with errors in ranking, or at worst of a random order if the correlation between Y and X is close to zero. 
. This complete one cycle of stratified ranked set sample. The cycle may be repeated m times until n mr = elements have been measured (see Samawi, 1996) .
The following stricture for the stratified Ranked set sample is used when the ranking on the variable Y in case of bivariate elements: For the k-th cycle, the SRSS is denoted by Stratum 1:
Similarly for the stratified ranked set sample when the ranking on the variable X:
Extreme Ranked Set Sample The extreme ranked set sample ERSSs investigated by Samawi et al. (1996) . The procedure involves randomly drawing r sets of r units each, from the infinite population for which the mean is to be estimated. It is assumed that the lowest or the largest units of this set can be detected visually or with little cost. For sure, this is a simple and practical process. From the fist set of r units the lowest ranked unit is measured. From the second set of r units the largest ranked unit is measured. From the third set of r units the lowest ranked unit is measured, and so on. In this way we obtain the first (r-1) measured units using the first (r -1) sets. The choice of the r-th unit from the r-th (i.e the last) set depends on whether r is even or odd. a) If r is even the largest ranked unit is measured. ERSSa will denote such a sample.
If r is odd then two options exist: b) For the measure of the r-th unit we take the average of the measures of the lowest and the largest units in the r-th set. ERSSb will denote such a sample. c) For the measure of the r-th unit we take the measure of the median. ERSSc will denote such a sample. Note that the choice (c) will be more difficult in application than the choice (a) and (b).
Stratified Extreme Ranked Set Sample
Suppose that the population divided into ). The resulting L independent ERSSs from each stratum will be denotes the stratified extreme ranked set sample SERSS. This process can be repeated m independent times.
Estimate of Population Mean Using
To estimate the mean µ using SERSS of size n, assume that there is (a) strata with even set size and (L-a) strata with odd set size. For simplicity of notation, let m=1 then h h r n = and r n = , then the estimate of the mean X µ using SERSS is given by
, where
... It can be shown that (Samawi et al., 1996 ) . 
Note that the elements in 
Note that the estimate of the mean µ using 
Simulation Study
The normal and logistic distribution is used in the simulation. Sample size r = 10, 20 and 30 and number of strata L = 3 are considered. For each of the possible combination of distribution, sample size and different choice of parameters 2000 data sets were generated. The relative efficiencies of the estimate of the population mean using SERSS with respect to SSRS, SRS, and RSS are obtained.
The values obtained by simulation are given in Table 1 . Our Simulation indicates that estimating the population means using SERSS is more efficient than using SSRS or SRS. In some case, when the underling distribution is normal with (
), the simulation indicates that estimating the population mean using SERSS is even more efficient than using RSS, of the same size.
Separate Ratio Estimation using SERSS
In this Section, obtain the separate ratio estimator was obtained using stratified extreme ranked set sample. Also, the asymptotic mean and variance of the estimator were derived. Two cases are considered, the first case if the ranking on variable Y is perfect, while the ranking of the variable X will be with errors in ranking. The second case, when the ranking on variable X is perfect, while the ranking of the variable Y will be with errors in ranking. Also, some comparisons of the two cases are investigated. ,
denotes the SERSS1 c for the h-th stratum, k=1, 2, ... , m. The separate ratio estimate requires knowledge of the stratum totals η h in order to be used for estimating the population mean or total. Then using the same notation of Section (2.1) of the SERSS when ranking on variable Y, then the ratio can be estimated within each stratum as follows: ... ... . This implies that, the separate ratio estimator using stratified extreme ranked set sample when the ranking on variable Y, will be as follows: It can be shown using the Taylor series expansion method that
Also, the approximate variance of 1 SERSS R can be obtain as follows: Since we have independent strata and the assumption of symmetric marginal distribution, then
Using similar argument as in Samawi and Muttlak (1996) , we have Similarly by changing the notation of perfect ranking ( ), by imperfect ranking [ ], for X and Y. Also, by using the same notation of the SERSS when ranking on variable X, then the separate ratio estimator using SERSS when the ranking on variable X, will be as follows:
In the same way as in section (3.1) we get the following results: (3.8)
Ranking on which variable? Again, since one can not rank on both variables at the same time and some time it is easier to rank on one variable than the other, then we need to decide on which variable we should rank. We need to compare the variance of 1 SERSS R (Arnold, 1992 
(3.12)
The variance of
(3.13) 
Finally in this case it is recommended to rank on variable that will be used in the denominator of the ratio estimator if we wish to estimate the mean or the total of the population using the ratio estimator method when the data is selected according SERSS method.
Combined Ratio Estimation using SERSS
In this Section, combined were ratio estimator using stratified extreme ranked set sample. Two cases were considered, the first is to make the ranking on variable Y perfect, while the ranking on the variable X will be with errors in ranking. The second case, when the ranking on variable X is perfect, while the ranking on the variable Y will be with errors in ranking. Also, the properties of these estimators will be discussed.
Using SERSS as describe in Section 2, when ranking on variable Y. The combined Ratio estimate is defined by: Ratio Estimation when Ranking on variable X. Similarly, the estimate is given by: 4) where ( )
Therefore, in combined case, we get:
Using the same argument as in section (4.1), (4.6) Ranking on which variable?
Again, since we can not rank on both variables at the same time and some time it is easier to rank on one variable than the other, then we need to decide on which variable we should rank. We need to compare the variance of 
SERSS R
given in equations (4.8) and (4.11) respectively are valid and the bias of the estimators can be ignored, and if underlying distribution is Normal or Logistic distribution,
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2. Finally in this case it is always recommended to rank on variable that will be used in the denominator of the ratio estimator if we wish to estimate the mean or total of the populaton using the ratio estimator method when the data is selected according SERSS method.
Simulation Study
Computer simulation was conducted to gain insight in the properties of the ratio estimator. Bivariate random observations were generated from a bivariate normal distribution with parameters
, , , and correlation coefficient ρ . Also we deviled the data into three strata and in some cases into four strata. The sampling methods described above are used to draw SERSS, SRSS and SSRS with sets of size r . We repeat this process m times to get samples of size rm n = . The simulation was performed with = r 20, 30, and 40 and with 10 = m for the SERSS, SRSS and SSRS data sets. The ratio of the population means was estimated from these samples. Using 2000 replications, estimates of the means, and mean square errors were computed.
The ranking was considered on either variable Y or X i.e., the ranking in one of the two variables would be perfect while the second with errors in ranking. Results of these simulations are summarized by the relative efficiencies of the estimators of the population ratio and by the bias of estimation for different values of the correlation coefficient ρ . Introduced here is only one table for efficiency when ranking on X and one for the bias, since other tables give the same conclusion Results of the simulation is given in Table 2 for the efficiency when ranking on variable X. Table 3 shows the bias of the estimators when ranking on the variable X. The efficiency of the ratio estimator is defined by ) (
Results
It is concluded that the highest gain in efficiency is obtained by ranking of the variable X and with large values of negative ρ . For example in Table 2 3. There will be no change in the efficiency if the sample size increased by increasing the cycle size m.
4. For fix ρ , we noted that in combined case, as r increase the efficiency will increase, for all values of ρ positive or negative except, in some cases when (r =30) and ρ positive. 5. Also, for fix ρ , we note that in separate case, as r increase the efficiency will increase, for all values of ρ positive or negative, except in some cases when (r =30) and ρ positive.
6. For fix r, we note that in combined case the efficiency will decrease from 0.99 to 0.50, and then after this will increase from 0.25 to -0.99. 7. Also, for fix r and change ρ , we note that in separate case the efficiency will decrease from 0.99 to 0.50, and then after this will increase from 0.25 to -0.99. 8. We note that the efficiency in combined case less than in separate case. That is because the sample size within each stratum is small. 9. The bias will decrease when increasing the number of increases the even sample size r elements in each set. 10. The bias in combined case is less than the corresponding bias in separate case.
Application: Bilirubn Level in Jaundice Babies
Introduced is a real life example about Bilirubin level in jaundice babies who stay in neonatal intensive care. Most of birth surveys on live newborns Birth showed that jaundice is common. Jaundice in new Born can be pathological physiological which start on second day of life and it has relationship with race, method of feeding and Gestational age.
Jaundice is observed during the first week of life, and neonatal jaundice is a common problem. It is possible that the generally accepted levels are too high and may produce some high tone hearing loss.
Most of neonatal jaundice appears on second day of life. Most of normal newborn babies leave the hospital after 24 hours of life. Therefore, the primary concern will be on baby's who staying in neonatal intensive care. Physicians are interesting in the jaundice, according to its important and risk on the hearing, brain and death. We will focus on the weight and bilirubin level in blood (tsb) for the babies. The data were collected on 120 babies, who stay in neonatal intensive care, in four Jordanian hospitals (see Samawi and AlSagheer, 2001 .) The data were divided into two strata, male stratum of size N 1 =72 and female stratum of size N 2 =48.
The following are the exact population values of the data For Males it was found that:
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